Today the presidents of Mexico and the United States, and the Prime Minister of Canada, along with other high-level officials from other administrations, gathered in Toronto to mark the tenth anniversary of the foundation of the North American Economic Community.

Their guest of honor was former U.S. President MICHAEL CASTILLO, the first American President of Hispanic descent, and the man responsible for the creation of a unified front between the U.S., Mexico, and Canada exactly ten years ago. In a

CASTILLO’s successor WILLIAM STRONG presented what he describes as ‘the next logical step’, calling for the consolidation, within the next decade, of a true North American Union, a political and economic supra-national entity similar to the European Union.

This would include a full-fledged North American Parliament and a rotating presidency, as well as a

HELEN PALMER: We are fortunate to be Professor ALLEN’s guests tonight. He has agreed to discuss with us the current state of events.

ALLEN GORKO: Yes HELEN darling. First of all, I need to express how happy I am to be here. This is a historical moment and I am thrilled to be part of it. Let’s get started with some History. How did things come to be what they are today?

We were forced to take the current path after 2017, when a number of resource-rich African countries aligned themselves with China, establishing the first trading block that operated independently from the west. This provoked a general atmosphere of diplomatic confusion, pushing other nations to form their own blocs and marking the end of the global North American energy pipeline project. Covering everything from Anchorage to Halifax and Panama city. It will change your life for sure.
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